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Abstract 

 
AB/BA crossover clinical trials are popular designs that can achieve high power with a lower number of 

subjects than other randomized control trial designs. They are often analyzed using paired t-test or mixed 

models, and like many clinical trials, are often impacted by missing data. Mixed models have been shown to 

produced more powerful and unbiased results in the presence of missing data than t-tests for other designs, but 

these two approaches have not been compared in crossover trials.  

We conducted a simulation study to compare the bias and power of paired t-tests and mixed models 

when analyzing an AB/BA crossover clinical trial in the presence of missing data. Several different missing 

structures were simulated under two within-subject correlations, ρ =0.3 and ρ =0.7.  

Both methods performed similarly when analyzing complete data, but the mixed model produced both 

equal or less bias estimates and higher power than the paired t-test under all simulation scenarios. In the worst-

case scenario we considered, the t-tests resulted in percent bias up to -105% and power as low as 5% compared 

the mixed model’s percent bias of 1% and 57% power. In less severe cases, both methods had 0% bias, but 

mixed models still achieved an absolute power gain of 2%-6%.  

In the presence of missing data, the mixed model achieved higher power than the paired t-test under all 

simulated scenarios. The mixed model also achieved equal or less bias under all simulated scenarios. Therefore, 

mixed models should be used over paired t-test when analyzing AB/BA crossover clinical trial in the face of 

missing data. 
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Chapter 1 

Background  

1.1 AB/BA Crossover Clinical Trial Overview 

In AB/BA crossover clinical trials, individuals are randomly assigned a starting treatment at period one. 

After a washout period, the individuals are given the other treatment in period two. The washout period is 

designed to be long enough to eliminate any carry-over effects the treatments from period one might have on 

period two. This design is popular for several reasons [1]. Since individuals take both treatments, they act as 

their own control. This negates between subject variance and requires fewer individuals for the same power as 

other designs [2]. Crossover clinical trials are ideal when the treatments have a short-term effect and the 

targeted response does not change much over time, such as chronic conditions like asthma [1]. Crossover 

clinical trials are not ideal when the treatment effects are long term, irreversible, or the targeted response does 

change significantly over time, such as experiments involving pregnancy [3]. This design usually assumes there 

is no carry-over effect; however, this may not be the case without an extensive washout period [2].  

1.2 Missing Data Overview 

Missing data is a problem in most clinical trials [4], [5] and can come in three different forms according 

to Rubin [6].  These include missing completely at random (MCAR), where the probability of a missing 

observation is not based on any current or former data, missing at random (MAR), where the probability of a 

missing observation is based on observed data, and missing not at random (MNAR),  where the probability of a 

missing observation is based on unobserved missing data.  

Other possible missing mechanisms include different missing rates between treatments and the direction 

of the missing mechanism (whether high values or low values are more likely to go missing). Direction may be 

a factor when treatments are so poor that individuals stop participating in the study or when treatments do so 
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well that individuals decide they no longer need the study. In extreme cases, two treatments may be missing in 

different directions. In real clinical trials, we expect the data to be some mixture of these missing mechanisms.   

1.3 Analysis and Previous Research 

AB/BA crossover clinical trials are often analyzed using mixed models [7] or  paired t-tests [3]. In the 

presence of missing data, mixed models use maximum likelihood to implicitly impute the missing data [8]. 

According to Rosenkranz [7], this is likely to produce unbiased estimates in crossover clinical trials when data 

are MCAR and MAR. Paired t-test do not impute missing data and can only analyze subjects with complete 

data. Not incorporating individuals with missing data can result in less power and potentially induce bias. Bell 

et al. [9] showed t-tests produce biased results in longitudinal randomized control trials when data are MAR 

with different missing rates or different directions. Ashbeck et al. [10] showed  that mixed models provide less 

bias and more power compared to t-tests when analyzing longitudinal randomized control trials with data that 

are MCAR and MAR. There has not been a direct comparison between paired t-test and mixed models in the 

crossover setting in the presence of these missing mechanisms.  

We designed a simulation study to compare the power and bias for continuous outcomes between paired 

t-tests and mixed models when analyzing AB/BA crossover clinical trials in the presence of data that are 

MCAR and MAR. We varied within-subject correlation, and the missing mechanism. 
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Chapter 2 

Methods 

2.1 Data Generating Mechanisms 

We performed a simulation study based on an AB/BA crossover design clinical where half of the 

individuals were randomly selected to receive treatment A at period one and the other half were given treatment 

B at period one. The individuals received the other treatment for period two. We assumed there was no carry-

over effect and no sequence effect.  

The following model was used to generate the simulated data, based on the model described in 

Rosenkranz [7]. 

 

                                                                                    (1.1) 

                             

Where  is the response of the i-th individual at the j-th period,  denotes overall mean, πj is the effect of 

period j, tij is the treatment effect of the i-th individual at the j-th period, Ui ~ N(0, σb
2) is the between-subject 

effect where σb
2 is the between-subject variance, and eij ~ N(0, σe

2) is the within-subject effect and σe
2 is the 

within-subject variance for i=1, 2, … n and j = 1, 2. 

Mean and variance used for the simulations were based on peak expiratory flow measurements from an 

asthma crossover study reported in Senn et al. [11], with  set to 100 and total variance set to 144. The 

treatment effect was chosen to have a standardized effect size (Cohen’s d) of 0.3, a small effect size, 

corresponding to an unstandardized difference of 4 between the treatments [12]. The period effect was chosen 

to have standardized effect size (Cohen’s d) of 0.03, corresponding to an unstandardized difference of 0.4 

between the periods.  
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We calculated two sets of between-subject and within-subject variances based on the total variance and 

two chosen correlations of ρ = 0.3 and ρ = 0.7. The between-subject and within-subject variance sum to the total 

variance (σb
2 + σe

2 = σ2 = 144) and correlation ρ = σb
2

 / (σb
2 + σe

2). Therefore, for ρ = 0.3, σb= 6.57 and σe = 10.04 

and for ρ = 0.7, σb= 10.04 and σe = 6.57. 

Two sample sizes were calculated for each of the different correlations to achieve a baseline power of 

80% for the complete data using a paired t-test. For ρ = 0.3, with mean difference of 4 and standard deviation of 

12, n=100 provides ~80% power. For ρ = 0.7, with mean difference of 4 and standard deviation of 12, n=46 

provides ~80% power.   

2.2 Missingness Mechanisms 

Missingness structures were simulated under three overarching scenarios. Without loss of generality, we 

assumed only period two had missing data.  

1. Complete (No Missing). Under this scenario, nothing was done to the complete datasets.  

2.  Missing Completely at Random (MCAR). Under this scenario, the probability of an observation missing 

is not based on any current or former values of Y. To simulate this, we took a simple random sample of 

the data in period two at 70% and 50% to create 30% and 50% missing data.  

 

3. Missing at Random (MAR): Under this scenario, the probability of an observation missing is based on 

observed data. To simulate this, we made the probability of data missing in period two a function of data 

in period one.  was used to make higher values go missing 

and  was used to make lower values go missing.   was 

the cumulative normal distribution, c was a tuning parameter used to generate the correct percentage of 

missing data,  was the mean during period 1, and  was the total standard deviation.  

 

The final MAR structures varied the amount of dropout and the direction of the missingness. For equal 

dropout between treatments, there were four total structures consisting of 30% missing and in the same 
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direction (higher values went missing for both treatments) and 30% missing and in different directions (lower 

values from treatment A went missing and higher values from treatment B went missing). The same structures 

were applied to 50% missingness.  

There were also four total structures for unequal dropout between treatments. These consisted of 20% 

missing from treatment A and 40% missing from treatment B in the same direction (higher values for both 

treatments went missing) and 20% missing from treatment A and 40% missing from treatment B in different 

directions (lower values from treatment A went missing and higher values from treatment B went missing). The 

same structures were applied to a 40%/60% split.  

2.3 Analysis 

Two different methods of analysis were undertaken for each of the missing structures across all ρ. The 

first was a simple paired t-test that compared the mean of treatment A and treatment B using only the complete 

cases. The second was a mixed model that incorporated a fixed treatment and period effect and a random 

subject effect. The mixed model used maximum likelihood to implicitly impute the missing data. Both analyses 

were run in SAS University Edition version 9.4. Code is available in the Appendix. 

2.4 Performance Measures 

This study targeted two performance measures, the percent bias of the estimated difference between 

treatments and the power of detecting treatment effects. For simulated difference θ = 4 and mean of estimated 

difference across all simulations , the relative bias was calculated as . The power was calculated 

by counting the number of tests with p-value < 0.05 and dividing by the total number of simulations N = 1000 

as follows: Power =   X 100%. Other measures included Monte Carlo standard error, 

coverage, empirical standard error, and model standard error as described in Morris [13].  

The Monte Carlo standard error for the percent bias was calculated as , 

where N = 1000 was the number of simulations,  was the estimate of the difference for each simulation,  was 
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the mean estimate of the difference across all simulations, and  = 4 was the simulated mean. The Monte Carlo 

standard error for power was calculated as , where  was the estimate of the power for 

each simulation and N = 1000 was the number of simulations.  

Coverage was calculated by counting the number of simulations where the confidence interval for , the 

difference, included the true value  = 4 and dividing by the total number of simulations N=1000. Empirical 

standard error was calculated as the standard deviation of the difference estimates, , across all simulations. The 

model standard error was calculated as the average standard error across all simulations. 

The best method will have low bias, high power, low Monte Carlo standard error, coverage at or above 95%, 

and empirical standard error that is equivalent to the model standard error. 
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Chapter 3 

Results 

Performance measures calculated from the ρ = 0.3 dataset are presented in Table 1 for all missing 

mechanisms. Table 2 contains the same measurements from the ρ = 0.7 datasets. 

3.1 Complete Data 

Analysis of the complete data yielded similar performance between the paired t-test and mixed model 

under all ρ. Both methods resulted in 0% bias and both achieved the expected power of 80%. Both methods also 

achieved or exceeded the expected coverage of 95% and both had empirical and model standard errors that 

roughly matched. 

3.2 MCAR Data 

Analysis of the MCAR data resulted in percent bias of 0% for both methods under all MCAR structures 

and under all ρ. Although both methods saw a drop in power compared to the complete data, the mixed model 

achieved slightly higher power under all MCAR scenarios. The absolute increase in power ranged from 2% to 

6% for the mixed model compared to the paired t-test. Coverage achieved or exceeded the expected 95% and 

the empirical and model standard errors roughly matched under all MCAR scenarios. 

3.3 MAR Data 

For the MAR data, the mixed model resulted in lower or equal percent bias and higher power under all 

MAR structures and under all ρ.  

The paired t-test resulted in the highest percent bias and lowest power when the data were unequal and 

in different directions. In the case of 40%/60% MAR in different directions when ρ=.7, the paired t-test resulted 

in -45% bias compared to the in the mixed model’s 3% bias and achieved 19% power compared to the mixed  
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Table 1 Results of paired t-test and mixed model analysis under all missing structures using correlation ρ = .3, 
n=100 individuals, and N=1000 simulations. 

                                             ρ =0.3     

        
Estimated 
Difference   

Bias % 
(MC SE)1   

Power % 
(MC SE)2   Coverage %   Model SE   Empirical SE 

Complete   
          

 paired t-test  4.0  0 (1.1)  80 (1.3)  95  1.4  1.4 

 mixed model  4.0  0 (1.1)  80 (1.3)  95  1.4  1.4 
MCAR 30%             

 paired t-test  4.0  0 (1.3)  64 (1.5)  95  1.7  1.7 

 mixed model  4.0  0 (1.2)  70 (1.4)  96  1.6  1.6 
MCAR 50%             

 paired t-test  4.0  0 (1.6)  51 (1.6)  95  2.0  2.0 

 mixed model  4.0  0 (1.4)  57 (1.6)  96  1.8  1.8 

MAR 30%              

Same Direction             

 paired t-test  4.2  5 (1.4)  68 (1.5)  94  1.7  1.7 

 mixed model  4.0  0 (1.3)  70 (1.4)  95  1.6  1.6 
Different Direction             

 paired t-test  2.2  -45 (1.4)  25 (1.4)  80  1.7  1.7 

 mixed model  4.0  0 (1.3)  68 (1.5)  94  1.6  1.7 
MAR 20/40%              

Same Direction             

 paired t-test  3.5  -13 (1.4)  52 (1.6)  95  1.7  1.7 

 mixed model  4.0  0 (1.3)  69 (1.5)  95  1.6  1.6 

Different Direction             

 paired t-test  2.1  -48 (1.4)  24 (1.4)  80  1.7  1.7 

 mixed model  4.0  0 (1.3)  68 (1.5)  94  1.6  1.7 
MAR 50%              

Same Direction             

 paired t-test  4.4  10 (1.6)  55 (1.6)  95  2.0  2.0 

 mixed model  4.0  0 (1.5)  57 (1.6)  94  1.8  1.9 
Different Direction             

 paired t-test  -0.2  -105 (1.6)  5 (0.7)  41  1.9  2.0 

 mixed model  4.1  3 (1.6)  57 (1.6)  92  1.8  2.0 
MAR 40/60%              

Same Direction             

 paired t-test  3.5  -13 (1.6)  39 (1.5)  94  2.0  2.0 

 mixed model  4.0  0 (1.5)  55 (1.6)  93  1.8  1.9 
Different Direction             

 paired t-test  -0.2  -105 (1.6)  5 (0.7)  43  1.9  2.0 

 mixed model  4.0  1 (1.6)  57 (1.6)  92  1.8  2.1 

1Monte Carlo standard error for percent bias. 
2Monte Carlo standard error for power. 
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Table 2 Results of paired t-test and mixed model analysis under all missing structures using correlation ρ = .7, 
n=46 individuals, and N=1000 simulations. 

ρ =0.7 

        
Estimated 
Difference    

Bias % 
(MC SE1)   

Power % 
(MC SE2) 

  Coverage %   Model SE   Empirical SE 

Complete   
          

 paired t-test  4.0  0 (1.1)  81 (1.2)  96  1.4  1.3 

 mixed model  4.0  0 (1.1)  81 (1.2)  96  1.4  1.3 
MCAR 30%             

 paired t-test  4.0  0 (1.3)  65 (1.5)  95  1.6  1.6 

 mixed model  4.0  0 (1.2)  67 (1.5)  95  1.6  1.6 
MCAR 50%             

 paired t-test  4.0  0 (1.5)  49 (1.6)  96  1.9  1.9 

 mixed model  4.0  0 (1.5)  53 (1.6)  96  1.9  1.9 

MAR 30%              

Same Direction             

 paired t-test  4.1  3 (1.3)  68 (1.5)  96  1.6  1.6 

 mixed model  4.0  0 (1.3)  69 (1.5)  96  1.6  1.6 
Different Direction             

 paired t-test  3.2  -20 (1.3)  48 (1.6)  92  1.6  1.7 

 mixed model  4.0  0 (1.3)  69 (1.5)  95  1.6  1.6 
MAR 20/40%              

Same Direction             

 paired t-test  3.8  -5 (1.3)  61 (1.5)  95  1.6  1.6 

 mixed model  4.0  0 (1.3)  67 (1.5)  96  1.6  1.6 

Different Direction             

 paired t-test  3.2  -20 (1.3)  47 (1.6)  91  1.6  1.7 

 mixed model  4.0  0 (1.3)  66 (1.5)  94  1.6  1.7 
MAR 50%              

Same Direction             

 paired t-test  4.1  3 (1.5)  50 (1.6)  96  1.9  1.9 

 mixed model  4.0  0 (1.5)  51 (1.6)  95  1.9  1.9 

Different Direction             

 paired t-test  2.2  -45 (1.5)  19 (1.2)  85  1.9  1.9 

 mixed model  4.1  3 (1.6)  53 (1.6)  93  1.9  2.1 
MAR 40/60%              

Same Direction             

 paired t-test  3.7  -8 (1.5)  46 (1.6)  96  1.9  1.9 

 mixed model  4.0  0 (1.5)  52 (1.6)  95  1.9  2.0 
Different Direction             

 paired t-test  2.2  -45 (1.5)  19 (1.2)  84  1.9  2.0 

 mixed model  4.1  3 (1.7)  51 (1.6)  93  1.9  2.1 
 

1Monte Carlo standard error for percent bias. 
2Monte Carlo standard error for power. 
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model’s 51%. This trend was similar under all unequal and in different direction MAR structures, with higher 

percent missingness leading to higher percent bias and lower power. 

The paired t-test was relatively closer in percent bias and power to the mixed model when the 

missingness was equal and in the same direction. In the case of 30% MAR in the same direction when ρ=.3, the 

paired t-test resulted in 5% bias compared to the mixed model’s 0% bias and achieved 68% power compared to 

the mixed model’s 70%. The trend was similar under most equal and in the same direction MAR structures, 

with higher percent missingness leading to higher percent bias and lower power overall.    

Although the trends were similar when ρ=.3 and ρ=.7, ρ=.3 resulted in higher bias for the paired t-test 

compared to ρ=.7 under all MAR structures. The empirical and model standard errors roughly matched under all 

MAR scenarios; however, coverage was below the expected 95% when bias was very high. 
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Chapter 3 

Discussion 

In the presence of missing data, mixed models outperformed paired t-tests in analyzing the data by 

having lower percent bias, higher power, and in many cases both. The paired t-test had the worst performance 

when missingness was unequal and in different directions but performed reasonably with complete data or data 

that were MCAR. 

4.1 Bias 

When data were MAR and in different directions, with high scores from treatment B and low scores 

from treatment A went missing. This missingness structure pushes the overall difference between treatments to 

be smaller. The estimates in this scenario ranged from -0.2 to 3.2 for the paired t-tests where mixed models had 

a range of 4.0-4.1 (the true value was 4.0). Paired t-test were not able to produce unbiased results, where mixed 

models were able to account for this structure through the maximum likelihood imputation of missing 

observations.  

There was a similar trend when data were MAR with unequal dropout in the same direction. Under this 

structure, high values from both treatments went missing, but Treatment B had more missing data than 

Treatment A. This structure forced the mean of treatment B to decrease more than treatment A and pushed the 

difference in treatments to be smaller. The estimates of the difference where missingness was unequal and in the 

same direction ranged from 3.5-3.7 for the paired t-tests where mixed models all estimated 4.0. Again, the 

maximum likelihood imputation of missing observations allowed for unbiased estimation in the face of 

missingness where the t-test gave biased results.   

For data that were MAR with equal dropout in the same direction, high values from both treatment A 

and treatment B went missing at the same proportion. Therefore, their difference should have stayed the same 

although their overall values decreased. These results still showed some bias from the t-test because the 
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cumulative normal distribution used for inducing missingness used the total mean and variance instead of 

treatment specific mean and variance. Since treatment A’s values were inherently lower than B’s, removing 

high values skewed towards the highest values. On the other hand, treatment B’s values were higher, on 

average, than A’s, meaning removing high values had a more even distribution. The end effect is that treatment 

A decreased more than treatment B, resulting in the difference in treatment to be larger. The t-test estimated 

differences of 4.1-4.4 under this structure while the mixed model was able to estimate 4.0 for all the cases.  

4.2 Power 

Under all missing structures, not including the complete structure where power was equal, mixed models 

achieved greater power than paired t-tests. The increase in power follows the same trends as the increase in bias 

for similar reasons. For the missing in different directions, the power ranged from 5% to 48% for the paired t-

tests where the mixed models ranged from 51%-68%. For missing in unequal directions and in the same 

direction, the power ranged from 39% -61% for the paired t-tests where the mixed models ranged from 52%-

69%. For MCAR and missingness that was equal and in the same direction, the power ranged from 49%-68% 

for the paired t-tests where the mixed models ranged from 51%-70%. There should be care when analyzing 

power in the face of bias. In this case, the estimates with high bias towards a smaller difference resulted in less 

power. 

4.3 Other Performance Measures 

Model standard error and empirical standard error seemed relatively equivalent across the board and 

coverage was at our above 95% most of the time. Coverage was only significantly lower when bias was high. 

This is expected since estimates that bias away from the true estimate have confidence intervals that also move 

away from the true estimate. 

4.4 Correlation 

In general, percent bias was higher when ρ = .3 compared to when ρ = .7 for the paired t-tests. This can 

be attributed to the crossover design where the between-subject effect cancels out when you take the difference 
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of treatment. This leaves only within-subject variance. Since ρ = .3 contains more within-subject variance and ρ 

= .7 contains more between-subject variance, ρ = .3 is more affected by missingness and therefore leads to more 

biased results. 

These results are in line with longitudinal randomized control trial simulation studies. Bell et al’s [9] 

study found similar trends in a t-test’s ability to handle missingness that was in different directions and at 

different rates between treatments. Ashbeck et al’s [10] study also found similar trends, except their bias 

increased as ρ increased. This illustrates how the canceling out of between-subject effect from a crossover 

design gives within-subject variance a greater role compared to a standard longitudinal randomized control trial.  

4.5 Strengths and Limitations 

While other studies, such as Rosenkranz [7], have explored the performance of using mixed models to 

analyze AB/BA crossover clinical trials in the face of missingness, they did not considered the direction of the 

missingness and missingness at different rates between treatments. There have also not been any direct 

comparisons on the performance between mixed models and paired t-test. We consider these strengths of this 

simulation study.  

This study only looked at two sample sizes n=46, and n=100, which are fairly large for a crossover 

clinical trial. This study also did not look at how repeated measures within each treatment would affect 

performance. While there is reason to believe that MNAR data would yield poor performance for both models, 

this missing structure was not investigated. 

Future studies in this area can explore how different sample sizes may affect percent bias and power. 

They can also explore the effect of repeated measures and include the MNAR structure.  

4.6 Conclusion 

While some of these missing structures are extreme, real world missingness probably lies somewhere 

between the best-case and worst-case scenarios. Therefore, in analyzing AB/BA crossover clinical trials with 
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missing data, mixed models will at minimum result in better power than paired t-tests and are likely to yield less 

biased results.  
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Appendix A - Code 

/*Calculate Power p=.3*/ 

/* 

proc power;  

   pairedmeans test=diff  

   meandiff= 4 

   corr=.3 

   stddev = 12 

   npairs= .  

   power = .8;  

 run; 

*/ 

 

/*p=.3 parameters*/ 

 

/* 

%LET Simulations = 1000; 

%LET N=100; 

%LET TMean=100; 

%LET WithinVaraince=10.04; 

%LET BetweenVaraince=6.57; 

%LET NMiss30 = 70; 

%LET NMiss50 = 50; 

*/ 

 

/*Calculate Power p=.7*/ 

proc power;  

   pairedmeans test=diff  

   meandiff= 4 

   corr=.7 

   stddev = 12 

   npairs= .  

   power = .8;  

 run; 

 

 

/*p=.7 parameters*/ 

 

%LET Simulations = 1000; 

%LET N=46; 

%LET TMean=100; 

%LET WithinVaraince=6.57; 

%LET BetweenVaraince=10.04; 

%LET NMiss30 = 32; 

%LET NMiss50 = 23; 

 

/*Simulate Data*/ 
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data Simulated(keep=y treat period person seq s B E); 

 

call streaminit(54321); 

 

do s = 1 to &Simulations; 

 

 do i = 1 to &N/2; 

  

  person =i; 

  B=rand("Normal",0,&BetweenVaraince); 

  seq = 0; 

  do j = 0 to 1; 

   treat=j; 

   if j=0 then period = 0; 

   if J=1 then period =1; 

   E=rand("Normal",0,&WithinVaraince); 

    

   y=&TMean+4*treat+.4*Period+B+E; 

   output; 

      

    

  end; 

 end; 

  

 do i = &N/2+1 to &N; 

   

  person =i; 

  B=rand("Normal",0,&BetweenVaraince); 

  seq =1; 

  do j = 0 to 1; 

   treat=j; 

   if j=0 then period = 1; 

   if J=1 then period =0; 

   E=rand("Normal",0,&WithinVaraince); 

    

   y=&TMean+4*treat+.4*Period+B+E; 

   output; 

      

    

  end; 

 end; 

end; 

 

run; 

 

/*Sort Data To Convert From Long To Wide Format*/ 

proc sort data=Simulated out=Simulated_Sort; 

by s person; 

run; 
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Data PairSet; 

set Simulated_Sort; 

by s person; 

Ly=lag(y); 

 

if last.person and treat = 0 then 

do; 

 Treat0 = y; 

 Treat1 = Ly; 

 output; 

end; 

else if last.person and treat = 1 then 

do; 

 Treat1 = y; 

 Treat0 = Ly; 

 Output; 

end; 

run; 

 

 

/*Missing Data Generation*/ 

/***********************************************************************************

********/ 

/*Missing Completely at Random 30%*/ 

proc surveyselect data=Simulated method=srs n=&NMiss30 out=MCAR_30_P1; 

where period =1; 

strata s; 

run; 

 

Data MCAR_30_P0; 

set Simulated; 

if period = 0; 

run; 

 

Data MCAR_30; 

set MCAR_30_P0 MCAR_30_P1; 

run; 

 

proc sort data = MCAR_30 out = MCAR_30; 

by s; 

run; 

 

 

/*Missing Completely at Random 50%*/ 

proc surveyselect data=Simulated method=srs n=&NMiss50 out=MCAR_50_P1; 

where period =1; 

strata s; 

run; 
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Data MCAR_50_P0; 

set Simulated; 

if period = 0; 

run; 

 

Data MCAR_50; 

set MCAR_50_P0 MCAR_50_P1; 

run; 

 

proc sort data = MCAR_50 out = MCAR_50; 

by s; 

run; 

 

/*MAR*/ 

/***********************************************************************************

********************/ 

/*Missing at random, Equal same direction 30*/ 

 

proc sort data=Simulated out=Simulated_Sort; 

by s person period; 

run; 

 

proc means data = Simulated_Sort p25 p75 mean std;  

by s; 

var y; 

where period = 0; 

ods output summary= SummarySimulated; 

run; 

 

Data Simulated_WithMedians; 

merge Simulated_Sort SummarySimulated; 

by s; 

run; 

 

data MAR_EqualSame30 (keep=s person treat period y p q B E); 

set Simulated_WithMedians; 

by s person period; 

Ly=lag(y); 

 

if first.person then output; 

 

ELSE if last.person then 

do; 

 if(treat = 0) then  

 do; 

 q=.66*(1-cdf('NORMAL',Ly,y_Mean,y_StdDev)); 

 p=rand("Uniform"); 

 if p > q then output; 

 end; 
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 else if(treat = 1) then 

 do; 

  p=rand("Uniform"); 

  q=.545*(1-cdf('NORMAL',Ly,y_Mean,y_StdDev)); 

   

     if p > q then output; 

 end; 

end; 

 

run; 

 

/*Missing at random, Equal different direction 30*/ 

 

proc sort data=Simulated out=Simulated_Sort; 

by s person period; 

run; 

 

proc means data = Simulated_Sort p25 p75 mean std;  

by s; 

var y; 

where period = 0; 

ods output summary= SummarySimulated; 

run; 

 

Data Simulated_WithMedians; 

merge Simulated_Sort SummarySimulated; 

by s; 

run; 

 

data MAR_EqualDif30 (keep=s person treat period y p q B E); 

set Simulated_WithMedians; 

call streaminit(123456); 

by s person period; 

Ly=lag(y); 

 

if first.person then output; 

 

ELSE if last.person then 

do; 

 if(treat = 0) then  

 do; 

 q=.55*(cdf('NORMAL',Ly,y_Mean,y_StdDev)); 

  

 p=rand("Uniform"); 

 if p > q then output; 

 end; 

  

 else if(treat = 1) then 

 do; 
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  p=rand("Uniform"); 

  q=.55*(1-cdf('NORMAL',Ly,y_Mean,y_StdDev)); 

   

     if p > q then output; 

 end; 

end; 

 

run; 

 

 

/*Missing at random, unequal 20% 40% same direction */ 

 

proc sort data=Simulated out=Simulated_Sort; 

by s person period; 

run; 

 

proc means data = Simulated_Sort p25 p75 mean std;  

by s; 

var y; 

where period = 0; 

ods output summary= SummarySimulated; 

run; 

 

Data Simulated_WithMedians; 

merge Simulated_Sort SummarySimulated; 

by s; 

run; 

 

data MAR_UnequalSame2040 (keep=s person treat period y p q B E); 

set Simulated_WithMedians; 

call streaminit(123456); 

by s person period; 

Ly=lag(y); 

 

if first.person then output; 

 

ELSE if last.person then 

do; 

 if(treat = 0) then  

 do; 

 /*p=.7 and p=.3*/ 

 q=.44*(1-cdf('NORMAL',Ly,y_Mean,y_StdDev)); 

  

 p=rand("Uniform"); 

 if p > q then output; 

 end; 

  

 else if(treat = 1) then 

 do; 

  p=rand("Uniform"); 
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  /*p=.7 and p=.3*/ 

       q=.73*(1-cdf('NORMAL',Ly,y_Mean,y_StdDev)); 

     if p > q then output; 

 end; 

end; 

 

run; 

 

/*Missing at random, unequal 20% 40% different direction */ 

 

proc sort data=Simulated out=Simulated_Sort; 

by s person period; 

run; 

 

proc means data = Simulated_Sort p25 p75 mean std;  

by s; 

var y; 

where period = 0; 

ods output summary= SummarySimulated; 

run; 

 

Data Simulated_WithMedians; 

merge Simulated_Sort SummarySimulated; 

by s; 

run; 

 

data MAR_UnequalDif2040 (keep=s person treat period y p q B E); 

set Simulated_WithMedians; 

call streaminit(123456); 

by s person period; 

Ly=lag(y); 

 

if first.person then output; 

 

ELSE if last.person then 

do; 

 if(treat = 0) then  

 do; 

 /*p=.7 and p=.3*/ 

 q=.37*(cdf('NORMAL',Ly,y_Mean,y_StdDev)); 

 p=rand("Uniform"); 

 if p > q then output; 

 end; 

  

 else if(treat = 1) then 

 do; 

  p=rand("Uniform"); 

  /*p=.7 and p=.3*/ 

  q=.73*(1-cdf('NORMAL',Ly,y_Mean,y_StdDev)); 

     if p > q then output; 
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 end; 

end; 

 

run; 

 

/*MAR 50%*/ 

/***********************************************************************************

********************/ 

/*Missing at random, Equal same direction 50*/ 

 

proc sort data=Simulated out=Simulated_Sort; 

by s person period; 

run; 

 

proc means data = Simulated_Sort p25 p75 mean std;  

by s; 

var y; 

where period = 0; 

ods output summary= SummarySimulated; 

run; 

 

Data Simulated_WithMedians; 

merge Simulated_Sort SummarySimulated; 

by s; 

run; 

 

data MAR_EqualSame50 (keep=s person treat period y p q B E); 

set Simulated_WithMedians; 

call streaminit(123456); 

by s person period; 

Ly=lag(y); 

 

if first.person then output; 

 

ELSE if last.person then 

do; 

 if(treat = 0) then  

 do; 

 /*p=.7 and p=.3*/ 

 q=1.11*(1-cdf('NORMAL',Ly,y_Mean,y_StdDev)); 

 p=rand("Uniform"); 

 if p > q then output; 

 end; 

  

 else if(treat = 1) then 

 do; 

  p=rand("Uniform"); 

  /*p=.7 and p=.3*/ 

  q=.91*(1-cdf('NORMAL',Ly,y_Mean,y_StdDev)); 

     if p > q then output; 
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 end; 

end; 

 

run; 

 

/*Missing at random, Equal different direction 50*/ 

 

proc sort data=Simulated out=Simulated_Sort; 

by s person period; 

run; 

 

proc means data = Simulated_Sort p25 p75 mean std;  

by s; 

var y; 

where period = 0; 

ods output summary= SummarySimulated; 

run; 

 

Data Simulated_WithMedians; 

merge Simulated_Sort SummarySimulated; 

by s; 

run; 

 

data MAR_EqualDif50 (keep=s person treat period y p q B E); 

set Simulated_WithMedians; 

call streaminit(123456); 

by s person period; 

Ly=lag(y); 

 

if first.person then output; 

 

ELSE if last.person then 

do; 

 if(treat = 0) then  

 do; 

 /*p=.7 and p=.3*/ 

 q=.91*(cdf('NORMAL',Ly,y_Mean,y_StdDev)); 

 p=rand("Uniform"); 

 if p > q then output; 

 end; 

  

 else if(treat = 1) then 

 do; 

  p=rand("Uniform"); 

  /*p=.7 and p=.3*/ 

  q=.91*(1-cdf('NORMAL',Ly,y_Mean,y_StdDev)); 

     if p > q then output; 

 end; 

end; 
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run; 

 

 

/*Missing at random, unequal 40% 60% same direction */ 

 

proc sort data=Simulated out=Simulated_Sort; 

by s person period; 

run; 

 

proc means data = Simulated_Sort p25 p75 mean std;  

by s; 

var y; 

where period = 0; 

ods output summary= SummarySimulated; 

run; 

 

Data Simulated_WithMedians; 

merge Simulated_Sort SummarySimulated; 

by s; 

run; 

 

data MAR_UnequalSame4060 (keep=s person treat period y p q B E); 

set Simulated_WithMedians; 

call streaminit(123456); 

by s person period; 

Ly=lag(y); 

 

if first.person then output; 

 

ELSE if last.person then 

do; 

 if(treat = 0) then  

 do; 

 /*p=.7 and p=.3*/ 

 q=.88*(1-cdf('NORMAL',Ly,y_Mean,y_StdDev)); 

 p=rand("Uniform"); 

 if p > q then output; 

 end; 

  

 else if(treat = 1) then 

 do; 

  p=rand("Uniform"); 

  /*p=.7 and p=.3*/ 

  q=1.1*(1-cdf('NORMAL',Ly,y_Mean,y_StdDev)); 

     if p > q then output; 

 end; 

end; 

 

run; 
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/*Missing at random, unequal 50% 60% different direction */ 

 

proc sort data=Simulated out=Simulated_Sort; 

by s person period; 

run; 

 

proc means data = Simulated_Sort p25 p75 mean std;  

by s; 

var y; 

where period = 0; 

ods output summary= SummarySimulated; 

run; 

 

Data Simulated_WithMedians; 

merge Simulated_Sort SummarySimulated; 

by s; 

run; 

 

data MAR_UnequalDif4060 (keep=s person treat period y p q B E); 

set Simulated_WithMedians; 

call streaminit(123456); 

by s person period; 

Ly=lag(y); 

 

if first.person then output; 

 

ELSE if last.person then 

do; 

 if(treat = 0) then  

 do; 

 q=.73*(cdf('NORMAL',Ly,y_Mean,y_StdDev)); 

 p=rand("Uniform"); 

 if p > q then output; 

 end; 

  

 else if(treat = 1) then 

 do; 

  p=rand("Uniform"); 

  q=1.1*(1-cdf('NORMAL',Ly,y_Mean,y_StdDev)); 

     if p > q then output; 

 end; 

end; 

 

run; 

 

/*Analysis*/ 

/***********************************************************************************

**********************************/ 

 

/*Complete*/ 
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/*Paired T-test*/ 

proc ttest data=PairSet alpha=0.05 h0=0 plots=none; 

 title "Paired sample t-test"; 

 by s; 

 paired Treat0*Treat1; 

 ods output ConfLimits=OUTPUT.conflim1; 

 ods output TTests=OUTPUT.pvalue1; 

 ods output Statistics=OUTPUT.differences1; 

   run; 

 

/*Proc mixed*/ 

Proc Mixed Data=Simulated_Sort;  

by s;   

Class treat period;   

Model y = treat period treat*period;   

random int/subject = person;  

estimate 'Treat 1 vs Treat 2' treat 1 -1 / cl; 

ods output Estimates=OUTPUT.Estimates1; 

Run;  

 

/*Analysis MCAR*/ 

 

/*Paired T-test 30*/ 

/*Sort Data To Convert From Long To Wide Format*/ 

proc sort data=MCAR_30 out=MCAR_30_Sort; 

by s person; 

run; 

 

Data PairSet2; 

set MCAR_30_Sort; 

by s person; 

Ly=lag(y); 

 

if first.person and last.person then 

do; 

 Treat0 = y; 

 Treat1 = .; 

 output; 

end; 

 

else if last.person and treat = 0 then 

do; 

 Treat0 = y; 

 Treat1 = Ly; 

 output; 

end; 

else if last.person and treat = 1 then 

do; 

 Treat1 = y; 
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 Treat0 = Ly; 

 Output; 

end; 

run; 

 

 

proc ttest data=PairSet2 alpha=0.05 h0=0 plots=none; 

 title "Paired sample t-test" ; 

 by s; 

 paired Treat0*Treat1; 

 ods output ConfLimits=OUTPUT.conflim2; 

 ods output TTests=OUTPUT.pvalue2; 

 ods output Statistics=OUTPUT.differences2; 

   run; 

 

/*Proc mixed*/ 

Proc Mixed Data=MCAR_30_Sort; 

by s;    

Class treat period;   

Model y = treat period treat*period; 

random int/subject = person;      

estimate 'Treat 1 vs Treat 2' treat 1 -1 / cl; 

ods output Estimates=OUTPUT.Estimates2; 

Run;  

 

/*Analysis MCAR*/ 

 

/*Paired T-test 50*/ 

/*Sort Data To Convert From Long To Wide Format*/ 

proc sort data=MCAR_50 out=MCAR_50_Sort; 

by s person; 

run; 

 

Data PairSet3; 

set MCAR_50_Sort; 

by s person; 

Ly=lag(y); 

 

if first.person and last.person then 

do; 

 Treat0 = y; 

 Treat1 = .; 

 output; 

end; 

 

else if last.person and treat = 0 then 

do; 

 Treat0 = y; 

 Treat1 = Ly; 

 output; 
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end; 

else if last.person and treat = 1 then 

do; 

 Treat1 = y; 

 Treat0 = Ly; 

 Output; 

end; 

run; 

 

 

proc ttest data=PairSet3 alpha=0.05 h0=0 plots=none; 

 title "Paired sample t-test" ; 

 by s; 

 paired Treat0*Treat1; 

 ods output ConfLimits=OUTPUT.conflim3; 

 ods output TTests=OUTPUT.pvalue3; 

 ods output Statistics=OUTPUT.differences3; 

   run; 

 

/*Proc mixed*/ 

Proc Mixed Data=MCAR_50_Sort; 

by s;    

Class treat period;   

Model y = treat period treat*period; 

random int/subject = person;      

estimate 'Treat 1 vs Treat 2' treat 1 -1 / cl; 

ods output Estimates=OUTPUT.Estimates3; 

Run;  

 

/*Analysis MAR_EqualSame30*/ 

 

/*Paired T-test */ 

/*Sort Data To Convert From Long To Wide Format*/ 

proc sort data=MAR_EqualSame30 out=MAR_EqualSame30_Sort; 

by s person; 

run; 

 

Data PairSet4; 

set MAR_EqualSame30_Sort; 

by s person; 

Ly=lag(y); 

 

if first.person and last.person then 

do; 

 Treat0 = y; 

 Treat1 = .; 

 output; 

end; 

 

else if last.person and treat = 0 then 
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do; 

 Treat0 = y; 

 Treat1 = Ly; 

 output; 

end; 

else if last.person and treat = 1 then 

do; 

 Treat1 = y; 

 Treat0 = Ly; 

 Output; 

end; 

run; 

 

proc ttest data=PairSet4 alpha=0.05 h0=0 plots=none; 

 title "Paired sample t-test" ; 

 by s; 

 paired Treat0*Treat1; 

 ods output ConfLimits=OUTPUT.conflim4; 

 ods output TTests=OUTPUT.pvalue4; 

 ods output Statistics=OUTPUT.differences4; 

   run; 

 

/*Proc mixed*/ 

Proc Mixed Data=MAR_EqualSame30_Sort;  

by s;   

Class treat period;   

Model y = treat period treat*period; 

random int/subject = person;      

estimate 'Treat 1 vs Treat 2' treat 1 -1 / cl; 

ods output Estimates=OUTPUT.Estimates4; 

Run; 

 

/*Analysis MAR_EqualDif30*/ 

 

/*Paired T-test */ 

/*Sort Data To Convert From Long To Wide Format*/ 

proc sort data=MAR_EqualDif30 out=MAR_EqualDif30_Sort; 

by s person; 

run; 

 

Data PairSet5; 

set MAR_EqualDif30_Sort; 

by s person; 

Ly=lag(y); 

 

if first.person and last.person then 

do; 

 Treat0 = y; 

 Treat1 = .; 

 output; 
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end; 

 

else if last.person and treat = 0 then 

do; 

 Treat0 = y; 

 Treat1 = Ly; 

 output; 

end; 

else if last.person and treat = 1 then 

do; 

 Treat1 = y; 

 Treat0 = Ly; 

 Output; 

end; 

run; 

 

proc ttest data=PairSet5 alpha=0.05 h0=0 plots=none; 

 title "Paired sample t-test" ; 

 by s; 

 paired Treat0*Treat1; 

 ods output ConfLimits=OUTPUT.conflim5; 

 ods output TTests=OUTPUT.pvalue5; 

 ods output Statistics=OUTPUT.differences5; 

   run; 

 

/*Proc mixed*/ 

Proc Mixed Data=MAR_EqualDif30_Sort;  

by s;   

Class treat period;   

Model y = treat period treat*period; 

random int/subject = person;      

estimate 'Treat 1 vs Treat 2' treat 1 -1 / cl; 

ods output Estimates=OUTPUT.Estimates5; 

Run; 

 

/*Analysis UnequalSame2040*/ 

 

/*Paired T-test */ 

/*Sort Data To Convert From Long To Wide Format*/ 

proc sort data=MAR_UnequalSame2040 out=MAR_UnequalSame2040_Sort; 

by s person; 

run; 

 

Data PairSet6; 

set MAR_UnequalSame2040_Sort; 

by s person; 

Ly=lag(y); 

 

if first.person and last.person then 

do; 
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 Treat0 = y; 

 Treat1 = .; 

 output; 

end; 

 

else if last.person and treat = 0 then 

do; 

 Treat0 = y; 

 Treat1 = Ly; 

 output; 

end; 

else if last.person and treat = 1 then 

do; 

 Treat1 = y; 

 Treat0 = Ly; 

 Output; 

end; 

run; 

 

proc ttest data=PairSet6 alpha=0.05 h0=0 plots=none; 

 title "Paired sample t-test" ; 

 by s; 

 paired Treat0*Treat1; 

 ods output ConfLimits=OUTPUT.conflim6; 

 ods output TTests=OUTPUT.pvalue6; 

 ods output Statistics=OUTPUT.differences6; 

   run; 

 

/*Proc mixed*/ 

Proc Mixed Data=MAR_UnequalSame2040_Sort;  

by s;   

Class treat period;   

Model y = treat period treat*period; 

random int/subject = person;      

estimate 'Treat 1 vs Treat 2' treat 1 -1 / cl; 

ods output Estimates=OUTPUT.Estimates6; 

Run; 

 

/*Analysis MAR_UnequalDif2040*/ 

 

/*Paired T-test */ 

/*Sort Data To Convert From Long To Wide Format*/ 

proc sort data=MAR_UnequalDif2040 out=MAR_UnequalDif2040_Sort; 

by s person; 

run; 

 

Data PairSet7; 

set MAR_UnequalDif2040_Sort; 

by s person; 

Ly=lag(y); 
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if first.person and last.person then 

do; 

 Treat0 = y; 

 Treat1 = .; 

 output; 

end; 

 

else if last.person and treat = 0 then 

do; 

 Treat0 = y; 

 Treat1 = Ly; 

 output; 

end; 

else if last.person and treat = 1 then 

do; 

 Treat1 = y; 

 Treat0 = Ly; 

 Output; 

end; 

run; 

 

proc ttest data=PairSet7 alpha=0.05 h0=0 plots=none; 

 title "Paired sample t-test" ; 

 by s; 

 paired Treat0*Treat1; 

 ods output ConfLimits=OUTPUT.conflim7; 

 ods output TTests=OUTPUT.pvalue7; 

 ods output Statistics=OUTPUT.differences7; 

   run; 

 

/*Proc mixed*/ 

Proc Mixed Data=MAR_UnequalDif2040_Sort;  

by s;   

Class treat period;   

Model y = treat period treat*period; 

random int/subject = person;      

estimate 'Treat 1 vs Treat 2' treat 1 -1 / cl; 

ods output Estimates=OUTPUT.Estimates7; 

Run; 

 

/*Analysis MAR_EqualSame50*/ 

 

/*Paired T-test */ 

/*Sort Data To Convert From Long To Wide Format*/ 

proc sort data=MAR_EqualSame50 out=MAR_EqualSame50_Sort; 

by s person; 

run; 

 

Data PairSet8; 
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set MAR_EqualSame50_Sort; 

by s person; 

Ly=lag(y); 

 

if first.person and last.person then 

do; 

 Treat0 = y; 

 Treat1 = .; 

 output; 

end; 

 

else if last.person and treat = 0 then 

do; 

 Treat0 = y; 

 Treat1 = Ly; 

 output; 

end; 

else if last.person and treat = 1 then 

do; 

 Treat1 = y; 

 Treat0 = Ly; 

 Output; 

end; 

run; 

 

proc ttest data=PairSet8 alpha=0.05 h0=0 plots=none; 

 title "Paired sample t-test" ; 

 by s; 

 paired Treat0*Treat1; 

 ods output ConfLimits=OUTPUT.conflim8; 

 ods output TTests=OUTPUT.pvalue8; 

 ods output Statistics=OUTPUT.differences8; 

   run; 

 

/*Proc mixed*/ 

Proc Mixed Data=MAR_EqualSame50_Sort;  

by s;   

Class treat period;   

Model y = treat period treat*period; 

random int/subject = person;      

estimate 'Treat 1 vs Treat 2' treat 1 -1 / cl; 

ods output Estimates=OUTPUT.Estimates8; 

Run; 

 

/*Analysis MAR_EqualDif50*/ 

 

/*Paired T-test */ 

/*Sort Data To Convert From Long To Wide Format*/ 

proc sort data=MAR_EqualDif50 out=MAR_EqualDif50_Sort; 

by s person; 
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run; 

 

Data PairSet9; 

set MAR_EqualDif50_Sort; 

by s person; 

Ly=lag(y); 

 

if first.person and last.person then 

do; 

 Treat0 = y; 

 Treat1 = .; 

 output; 

end; 

 

else if last.person and treat = 0 then 

do; 

 Treat0 = y; 

 Treat1 = Ly; 

 output; 

end; 

else if last.person and treat = 1 then 

do; 

 Treat1 = y; 

 Treat0 = Ly; 

 Output; 

end; 

run; 

 

proc ttest data=PairSet9 alpha=0.05 h0=0 plots=none; 

 title "Paired sample t-test" ; 

 by s; 

 paired Treat0*Treat1; 

 ods output ConfLimits=OUTPUT.conflim9; 

 ods output TTests=OUTPUT.pvalue9; 

 ods output Statistics=OUTPUT.differences9; 

   run; 

 

/*Proc mixed*/ 

Proc Mixed Data=MAR_EqualDif50_Sort;  

by s;   

Class treat period;   

Model y = treat period treat*period; 

random int/subject = person;      

estimate 'Treat 1 vs Treat 2' treat 1 -1 / cl; 

ods output Estimates=OUTPUT.Estimates9; 

Run; 

 

/*Analysis MAR_UnequalSame4060*/ 

 

/*Paired T-test */ 
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/*Sort Data To Convert From Long To Wide Format*/ 

proc sort data=MAR_UnequalSame4060 out=MAR_UnequalSame4060_Sort; 

by s person; 

run; 

 

Data PairSet10; 

set MAR_UnequalSame4060_Sort; 

by s person; 

Ly=lag(y); 

 

if first.person and last.person then 

do; 

 Treat0 = y; 

 Treat1 = .; 

 output; 

end; 

 

else if last.person and treat = 0 then 

do; 

 Treat0 = y; 

 Treat1 = Ly; 

 output; 

end; 

else if last.person and treat = 1 then 

do; 

 Treat1 = y; 

 Treat0 = Ly; 

 Output; 

end; 

run; 

 

proc ttest data=PairSet10 alpha=0.05 h0=0 plots=none; 

 title "Paired sample t-test" ; 

 by s; 

 paired Treat0*Treat1; 

 ods output ConfLimits=OUTPUT.conflim10; 

 ods output TTests=OUTPUT.pvalue10; 

 ods output Statistics=OUTPUT.differences10; 

   run; 

 

/*Proc mixed*/ 

Proc Mixed Data=MAR_UnequalSame4060_Sort;  

by s;   

Class treat period;   

Model y = treat period treat*period; 

random int/subject = person;      

estimate 'Treat 1 vs Treat 2' treat 1 -1 / cl; 

ods output Estimates=OUTPUT.Estimates10; 

Run; 
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/*Analysis MAR_UnequalDif4060*/ 

 

/*Paired T-test */ 

/*Sort Data To Convert From Long To Wide Format*/ 

proc sort data=MAR_UnequalDif4060 out=MAR_UnequalDif4060_Sort; 

by s person; 

run; 

 

Data PairSet11; 

set MAR_UnequalDif4060_Sort; 

by s person; 

Ly=lag(y); 

 

if first.person and last.person then 

do; 

 Treat0 = y; 

 Treat1 = .; 

 output; 

end; 

 

else if last.person and treat = 0 then 

do; 

 Treat0 = y; 

 Treat1 = Ly; 

 output; 

end; 

else if last.person and treat = 1 then 

do; 

 Treat1 = y; 

 Treat0 = Ly; 

 Output; 

end; 

run; 

 

proc ttest data=PairSet11 alpha=0.05 h0=0 plots=none; 

 title "Paired sample t-test" ; 

 by s; 

 paired Treat0*Treat1; 

 ods output ConfLimits=OUTPUT.conflim11; 

 ods output TTests=OUTPUT.pvalue11; 

 ods output Statistics=OUTPUT.differences11; 

   run; 

 

/*Proc mixed*/ 

Proc Mixed Data=MAR_UnequalDif4060_Sort;  

by s;   

Class treat period;   

Model y = treat period treat*period; 

random int/subject = person;      

estimate 'Treat 1 vs Treat 2' treat 1 -1 / cl; 
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ods output Estimates=OUTPUT.Estimates11; 

Run; 

 

/***********************************************************************************

**********************************/ 

/*T-test results*/ 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.differences1 mean n std nmiss; 

title "T-Test Non-Missing Mean"; 

var Mean StdErr; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.pvalue1 n; 

title "T-Test Non-Missing Number of p-values that are significant"; 

var  Probt; 

where Probt<.05; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.conflim1 n ; 

title "T-Test NonMissing Coverage"; 

var LowerCLMean UpperCLMean; 

where LowerCLMean <= -4 and UpperCLMean >= -4; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.differences2 mean n std var nmiss;  

title "MCAR 30 Mean"; 

var Mean StdErr; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.pvalue2 n; 

title "MCAR 30 Number of p-values that are significant"; 

var  Probt; 

where Probt<=.05; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.conflim2 n ; 

title "MCAR 30 Coverage"; 

var LowerCLMean UpperCLMean; 

where LowerCLMean <= -4 and UpperCLMean >= -4; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.differences3 mean n std var nmiss; 

title "MCAR 50 Mean"; 

var Mean StdErr; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.pvalue3 n; 

title "MCAR 50 Number of p-values that are significant"; 

var  Probt; 

where Probt<=.05; 
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run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.conflim3 n ; 

title "MCAR 50 Coverage"; 

var LowerCLMean UpperCLMean; 

where LowerCLMean <= -4 and UpperCLMean >= -4; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.differences4 mean n std var nmiss; 

title "MAR Equal Same 30 Mean"; 

var Mean StdErr; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.pvalue4 n; 

title "MAR Equal Same 30 Number of p-values that are significant"; 

var  Probt; 

where Probt<=.05; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.conflim4 n ; 

title "MAR Equal Same 30 Coverage"; 

var LowerCLMean UpperCLMean; 

where LowerCLMean <= -4 and UpperCLMean >= -4; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.differences5 mean n std var nmiss; 

title "MAR Equal Dif 30 Mean"; 

var Mean StdErr; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.pvalue5 n; 

title "MAR Equal Dif 30 Number of p-values that are significant"; 

var  Probt; 

where Probt<=.05; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.conflim5 n ; 

title "MAR Equal Dif 30 Coverage"; 

var LowerCLMean UpperCLMean; 

where LowerCLMean <= -4 and UpperCLMean >= -4; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.differences6 mean n std var nmiss; 

title "MAR Unequal Same 2040 Mean"; 

var Mean StdErr; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.pvalue6 n; 

title "MAR Unequal Same 2040 Number of p-values that are significant"; 

var  Probt; 
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where Probt<=.05; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.conflim6 n ; 

title "MAR Unequal Same 2040 Coverage"; 

var LowerCLMean UpperCLMean; 

where LowerCLMean <= -4 and UpperCLMean >= -4; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.differences7 mean n std var nmiss; 

title "MAR Unequal Dif 2040 Mean"; 

var Mean StdErr; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.pvalue7 n; 

title "MAR Unequal Dif 2040 Number of p-values that are significant"; 

var  Probt; 

where Probt<=.05; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.conflim7 n ; 

title "MAR Unequal Dif 2040 Coverage"; 

var LowerCLMean UpperCLMean; 

where LowerCLMean <= -4 and UpperCLMean >= -4; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.differences8 mean n std var nmiss; 

title "MAR Equal Same 50 Mean"; 

var Mean StdErr; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.pvalue8 n; 

title "MAR Equal Same 50 Number of p-values that are significant"; 

var  Probt; 

where Probt<=.05; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.conflim8 n ; 

title "MAR Equal Same 50 Coverage"; 

var LowerCLMean UpperCLMean; 

where LowerCLMean <= -4 and UpperCLMean >= -4; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.differences9 mean n std var nmiss; 

title "MAR Equal Dif 50 Mean"; 

var Mean StdErr; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.pvalue9 n; 

title "MAR Equal Dif 50 Number of p-values that are significant"; 
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var  Probt; 

where Probt<=.05; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.conflim9 n ; 

title "MAR Equal Dif 50 Coverage"; 

var LowerCLMean UpperCLMean; 

where LowerCLMean <= -4 and UpperCLMean >= -4; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.differences10 mean n std var nmiss; 

title "MAR Unequal Same 4060 Mean"; 

var Mean StdErr; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.pvalue10 n; 

title "MAR Unequal Same 4060 Number of p-values that are significant"; 

var  Probt; 

where Probt<=.05; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.conflim10 n ; 

title "MAR Unequal Same 4060 Coverage"; 

var LowerCLMean UpperCLMean; 

where LowerCLMean <= -4 and UpperCLMean >= -4; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.differences11 mean n std var nmiss; 

title "MAR Unequal Dif 4060 Mean"; 

var Mean StdErr; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.pvalue11 n; 

title "MAR Unequal Dif 4060 Number of p-values that are significant"; 

var  Probt; 

where Probt<=.05; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.conflim11 n ; 

title "MAR Unequal Dif 4060 Coverage"; 

var LowerCLMean UpperCLMean; 

where LowerCLMean <= -4 and UpperCLMean >= -4; 

run; 

 

/*Mixed Model results*/ 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.Estimates1 mean n std var nmiss; 

title "Nonmissing Mixed Mean"; 

var Estimate StdErr; 

run; 
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proc means data=OUTPUT.Estimates1 n; 

title "Nonmissing Mixed Number of p-values that are significant"; 

var  Probt; 

where Probt<.05; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.Estimates1 n; 

title "Nonmissing Mixed Coverage"; 

var Lower Upper; 

where Lower <= -4 and Upper >= -4; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.Estimates2 mean n std var nmiss; 

title "MCAR 30 Mixed Mean"; 

var Estimate StdErr; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.Estimates2 n; 

title "MCAR 30 Mixed Number of p-values that are significant"; 

var  Probt; 

where Probt<.05; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.Estimates2 n; 

title "MCAR 30 Mixed Coverage"; 

var Lower Upper; 

where Lower <= -4 and Upper >= -4; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.Estimates3 mean n std var nmiss; 

title "MCAR 50 Mixed Mean"; 

var Estimate StdErr; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.Estimates3 n; 

title "MCAR 50 Mixed Number of p-values that are significant"; 

var  Probt; 

where Probt<.05; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.Estimates3 n; 

title "MCAR 50 Mixed Coverage"; 

var Lower Upper; 

where Lower <= -4 and Upper >= -4; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.Estimates4 mean n std var nmiss; 

title "MAR Equal Same 30 Mixed Mean"; 

var Estimate StdErr; 
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run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.Estimates4 n; 

title "MAR Equal Same 30 Mixed Number of p-values that are significant"; 

var  Probt; 

where Probt<.05; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.Estimates4 n; 

title "MAR Equal Same 30 Mixed Coverage"; 

var Lower Upper; 

where Lower <= -4 and Upper >= -4; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.Estimates5 mean n std var nmiss; 

title "MAR Equal Dif 30 Mixed Mean"; 

var Estimate StdErr; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.Estimates5 n; 

title "MAR Equal Dif 30 Mixed Number of p-values that are significant"; 

var  Probt; 

where Probt<.05; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.Estimates5 n; 

title "MAR Equal Dif 30 Mixed Coverage"; 

var Lower Upper; 

where Lower <= -4 and Upper >= -4; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.Estimates6 mean n std var nmiss; 

title "MAR Unequal Same 2040 Mixed Mean"; 

var Estimate StdErr; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.Estimates6 n; 

title "MAR Unequal Same 2040 Mixed Number of p-values that are significant"; 

var  Probt; 

where Probt<.05; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.Estimates6 n; 

title "MAR Unequal Same 2040 Mixed Coverage"; 

var Lower Upper; 

where Lower <= -4 and Upper >= -4; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.Estimates7 mean n std var nmiss; 

title "MAR Unequal Dif 2040 Mixed Mean"; 
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var Estimate StdErr; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.Estimates7 n; 

title "MAR Unequal Dif 2040 Mixed Number of p-values that are significant"; 

var  Probt; 

where Probt<.05; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.Estimates7 n; 

title "MAR Unequal Dif 2040 Mixed Coverage"; 

var Lower Upper; 

where Lower <= -4 and Upper >= -4; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.Estimates8 mean n std var nmiss; 

title "MAR Equal Same 50 Mixed Mean"; 

var Estimate StdErr; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.Estimates8 n; 

title "MAR Equal Same 50 Mixed Number of p-values that are significant"; 

var  Probt; 

where Probt<.05; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.Estimates8 n; 

title "MAR Equal Same 50 Mixed Coverage"; 

var Lower Upper; 

where Lower <= -4 and Upper >= -4; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.Estimates9 mean n std var nmiss; 

title "MAR Equal Dif 50 Mixed Mean"; 

var Estimate StdErr; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.Estimates9 n; 

title "MAR Equal Dif 50 Mixed Number of p-values that are significant"; 

var  Probt; 

where Probt<.05; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.Estimates9 n; 

title "MAR Equal Dif 50 Mixed Coverage"; 

var Lower Upper; 

where Lower <= -4 and Upper >= -4; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.Estimates10 mean n std var nmiss; 
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title "MAR Unequal Same 4060 Mixed Mean"; 

var Estimate StdErr; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.Estimates10 n; 

title "MAR Unequal Same 4060 Mixed Number of p-values that are significant"; 

var  Probt; 

where Probt<.05; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.Estimates10 n; 

title "MAR Unequal Same 4060 Mixed Coverage"; 

var Lower Upper; 

where Lower <= -4 and Upper >= -4; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.Estimates11 mean n std var nmiss; 

title "MAR Unequal Dif 4060 Mixed Mean"; 

var Estimate StdErr; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.Estimates11 n; 

title "MAR Unequal Dif 4060 Mixed Number of p-values that are significant"; 

var  Probt; 

where Probt<.05; 

run; 

 

proc means data=OUTPUT.Estimates11 n; 

title "MAR Unequal Dif 4060 Mixed Coverage"; 

var Lower Upper; 

where Lower <= -4 and Upper >= -4; 

run; 
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